REVOLT OF THE ZOMBIES

ZOMBIES NOT DEAD NOT ALIVE!
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CRAMMED WITH ADVENTUROUS
ACTION... WEIRD ROMANCE...
TENSE DRAMA!

Originality of theme has always been the keynote for top-notch box-office productions. The more individual selling ingredients a film has, the greater your receipts as an exhibitor. "Revolt of the Zombies" is one of the few pictures that has excitingly combined adventurous action, weird and startling romance, and a tense, breath-taking story.

The film unfolds in mighty Angkor... land of mystery... land of the Zombies, not dead, not alive. The story centers around a madman's love for a beautiful woman. A love that is surpassed only by his love for power.

Here is another great film for you, Mr. Exhibitor. It is up to you to turn it into a showman's Paradise... and a box-office bonanza!
Army of Zombies To Conquer World?

"Find the secret of the zombies—destroy them!—then we will have constructed our share toward the saving of civilization!"

This alarming note is sounded in "Revolt of the Zombies," Favorite Films Corporation production, coming to the Theatre next—which is acclaimed as one of the most daringly different and unusual films to come out of Hollywood in many a year.

Zombies! Human beings turned into automatons! Men without souls! Hordes of superman capable of annihilating armies of soldiers? Whoever had the power to make men like these, could destroy the world, and the fanatical oriental priest, attached to the Cambodian contingent of the French army, held the secret of the creation of zombies!

Imagine an army of robots, his men being turned into things of stone, their minds and bodies mysteriously controlled through mental telepathy, through some mystic power, charged through the enemy's lines, moving down numbers of men, hit by rifle and machine gun bullets, yet they kept coming, piercing the enemy lines, until after one man they halted, grounded arms, and stood listening as though for the next command.

Dorothy Stone Gives Secret of Vitality

If you want radiant vitality, take up dancing, swimming and horseback riding. This is the advice of Dorothy Stone who comes to the Theatre next—"Revolt of the Zombies"—highly dramatic and romantically adventurous photoplay produced by Favorite Films Corporation Miss Stone, who is an accomplished dancer, singer and actress, admits that these are her favorite outdoor diversions, although she enjoys reading books, plays and popular magazines. She also likes light opera and will often sit up to the early hours of morn listening to a favorite selection on the radio or phonograph. Bread and milk is her favorite late night supper but she refrains from sweets and starches. The result is a lovely figure, a winsome smile and a sparkling personality.

Appearing with Miss Stone is a picture of a host of screen talent including Dean Jagger, Robert Nomad, George Cleveland, Fred Warren, Roy D'Arey, Carl Stockdale, Tern Shimada, and William Crowell.

THE WEIRDEST STORY OF ALL TIME!

Camera Crew Sent To Mystic Cambodia

An entire camera crew was sent to Cambodia by the Halperin brothers to secure interesting native material and records of the architectural splendor of lost Angkor to be used in the making of "Revolt of the Zombies," outstanding adventure attraction which is current at the Theatre and which stars Dorothy Stone and Dean Jagger.

CATCHLINES

Weirdist love story in two thousand years!
Zombies! Not dead! Not Alive!
He took the power of an ancient mystic race and used it to create an army of robots.
Possessive tongue of a sleepy city which passed away when its rulers lost the power to make zombies.
100,000 people, soulless but alive, pillaging mightily bleak jungles to build a city which passed away two thousand years ago.
Filmed in ancient Angkor, the world's mystic city...built by robots...in ruins because they lost the power to make Zombies...fascinating and passionate romance of today with the hidden mystical secrets of yesterday.

Mighty Ankor! Ancient land of mystery. Plane of Zombies...Not dead— not alive— but touched by the power of death...a fascinating romance.

THE CAST

Claire Duval ........ Dorothy Stone
Ernest Lougans ........ Dean Jagger
Col. Mozawa............ Roy D'Arey
Clifford Grey .......... Robert Nomad
General Duval .......... Geo. Cleveland
Dr. Trevascent .......... Fred Warren
Gus McDonald .......... Carl Stockdale
Bun 8................. Tern Shimada
Hushy ................ William Crowell

Dean Jagger, star of the Favorite Films release, "Revolt of the Zombies," discovers the secret of the zombies in an inner chamber of a mysterious temple in lost Angkor.

AN EXPLOITATION NATURAL CRAMMED WITH ADVENTUROUS ACTION!
Weirdest 10,000 Years!
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